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What is Barcode?
BARCODE means a symbology where the characters consist of
combinations of Bars and Spaces. Digits and the characters of the
alphabet are allocated a unique set of Bars which will be concatenated
as a printed text. This string of Bars is automatically scanable where the
original contents will be reconstructed by a decoder as a computer input:
II I I III I I I II II I I
A
B
C ...

What can Barcode do?
Barcode connects Information and carries it:
Manufacturer ID, Article number, Expiration Date, Lot/Charge number
and additional data can be tied together, uninteruptable, but prepared for
automatic scanning at any time.
Data encoded in Bar Code

. ABC DEFG HIJKLM 01234567

*

...the data after scanning:
ABC DEFG HIJKLM 01234567

*

Barcode is quick?
Barcode is scanned in a second, the information is immediately available
via computer and network for ”just in time” information and processing.

Product

Product

...in time information

DEXI
987/97

Network

EDP

DEXI 987/97

Barcode avoids errors!
Data collection via Barcode is secure, compared with manual key entry.
Errors due to manual errors are avoided by scanning, corrections are no
longer necessary. The accuracy of the data in Barcode is guaranteed
for the complete material flow process from production to application
Errors
and usage.
manual entry:
-high error rate-

...but with IIIII Barcode: Security
Data Volume

Where are the potential benefits of
using automatic Identification and Barcode?
A ......... ... in the production process with:
immediate and correct marking of
product, date, lot/serialnumber and correct documentation
c:

+
+
+
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b:
IIIIII

+0123456789ABC

...the information on the
product label contains the
reference to all of the steps of
the production, as additional
data as quantities, dates, etc.
Verfalldatum

a:
IIIIII

B ......... in the warehouse:
error free, paperless and quick stocking
and automatic flow control

+0123456789ABC

+0123456789ABC

+0123456789ABC

+0123456789ABC

...any movement, tracked by
a mobile Barcode scanning
device, enables immediate
documentation:

when, what, where!
+0123456789ABC

+0123456789ABC

C.......while picking:
Error free order picking, simultaneous documentation,
integrated check and control

4 5 67 8 9
A BC + 01 2 3

89A BC
+01 234 567
56 78 9
ABC +0 123 4

89A BC
+01 234 567

D ...... for shipping:
individual control of unique shipping units,
From: DENTIX
To:
XINTEC, FFM
Reference:
+0123456789ABC

4JHID1230123456

interfacing to Electronic Data-Interchange, EDI
by the unique reference in Barcode

E ........ at the receiving point
( with the distributor, within the supply chain )
quick and error free data collection of complete delivery
information at the goods receiving area , automatic
processing of the delivered product and expiration data

From: DENTIX
To: XINTEC, FFM
Reference:
4JHID1230123456

F .......... and with the user
...error free and quick
documentation,
automatic interfacing
to EDP processing
and control of
expiration dates

Technical realisation
The product information can be stored in Barcode to be scanned and decoded at
any time.

The Data
One Barcode can carry all the data:
a.
Manufacturer code, example:
E999
b.
Product code
MED4567
c.
Packaging level
0
d.
Expiration date
97001
e.
Lot/Charge
987654321
(additional data segments may be included)
For unique identification, the data elements are embedded within the HIBC structure
(Health Industry Bar Code), the prefix header mark for recognition of the Barcode is
the “+“ sign.
The above data segments may be concatenated into one message as shown:
+E999MED45670/97001987654321

The representation in Barcode:
In order to meet the requirements of different package or label sizes, the Barcode can
be presented according to the data volume and space available, as either a single linear
Barcode, a primary and a secondary Barcode or a stacked 2-dimensional extension.:
A: Single line linear Barcode:

* +E999MED45670/97001987654321 *
B: Stucked Barcode, 2-rows

+E999MED45670/97001987654321

C: 3-rows for smaller labels:

+E999MED45670/97001987654321

Representations
in
original
sizes,
selected for
illustration

D: 4-rows and high density bars
makes the code very small:

+E999MED45670/
97001987654321

All the samples contain the same information, the Barcode fits to different label sizes by
use of the symbology CODABLOCK, the extension of the single line Barcodes, stucking
the rows automatically and concatenating the data safely. Without using the rules of
CODABLOCK, the data would not have logical connection within the different lines.
For system implementation the necessary state of the art hardware and software
components are available in the market place.

“One Product

One Number“

Barcode is the common reference for a unique product, enabling continuos
traceability through out the supply chain. This unique reference makes it
possible, that the distribution partners are able to connect the suppliers ID any
time with its own numbering system and database without relabeling the
product. Barcode once applied to a product can be used at all logistical
movements. Even for the end user it might be very attractive to learn how to get
all of the benefits of error freeness and logistical quality, easy to be achieved
using Barcode.
A detailed guideline for integration of Barcode in logistical processes is
available in English and German language through the following contacts:
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